FRSHMAN CLASS TOTALS 134 FROM 14 STATES

China and Hawaii Represented; Alumni of 64 Schools
32 from New York Led

There are 135 men in the class of 1938, according to the figures given out by the office. In addition to these men there are 15 men admitted to standing and 4 men with special standing. The test figures last year were 132 freshmen, 19 transfers, and 6 from the class of 1936. A total of 132 freshmen, 19 transfers, and 6 from the class of 1936 were made today by Har.

Appointments Announced

To the 1936 Ivy Board

Appointments to the staff of the student magazine include: Wil royalty Littell, Editor-in-Chief, and Stewart Ogilvy, Business Manager. Those on the Editorial Board are: H. D. Davis, P. F. Fish, J. Frankel, J. G. Hanno, L. R. Miller, H. R. H. Semfrench, and J. P. Speelman. Those chosen for the Board of Trustees are: J. B. Burke, L. E. Cristensen, C. L. Gabber, C. K. Kirby, J. Gracie, D. Miller, S. L. Tilton, L. H. and J. W. Williams.

SIXTY-FIVE MEN REPORT FOR FRESHMAN FOOTBALL

Intra-mural Competition Planned; A Freshman Team to Play Wesleyan Frosh

Sixty-five candidates have reported for freshman football this season. The large squad is to be divided into three groups, called the Whites, Blues and Golds. It is planned to play the games of 20 minutes each week on Mondays and Fridays.

FRATERNITIES PLEGE FIFTY-SIX NEW MEN

Delta Phi Leads With Thirteen; Alpha Tau Kappa Inactive

Two weeks of restricted rushing ended Sunday, September 30, with the pledge of 56 men to seven fraternities.

Delta Psi (St. Anthony Hall)


Delta Alpha Phi

Robert M. Foot, Red Wing, Minn.; John B. McVay, New York, N. Y.; Frank Jackson, Dedham, Mass.; Frank Jackson, Dedham, Mass.; John Merrill, Hartford, Conn.; John E. Lowell, H. H. Whites, 3.000; Ed. B. Smith, 2.000; W. J. B. Davis, 2.000.
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There was a great deal of speculation, prior to last Saturday’s game, regarding the possibility of having an established tradition from the founding of the college itself, or to make another. Whatever forebodings any of us may have had were quickly dispelled as we watched the game. Despite an almost stodgy downpour, which made playing conditions decidedly unfavorable, all went smoothly, and no one should have anything but high praise for Coach Dan Jessoe and the team for their part in the afternoon’s events.

Of course, Hartwick was a weak team. The players had had almost nothing to worry about before Saturday, and their plays clearly showed a lack of sufficient practice. After the first minutes of play everyone realized that Trinity’s score would mount just as high as the team and coach wanted it to. What happened? "set-up" of the game. He was not hungry for a record score—what he certainly means a lot to a football squad.

When asked what had been done in these past years, the Duke, smiling amicably, re- turned, "indeed we did. The work was extremely pleasant, and the people whom we worked for understood us in many curiosities. It was a great experience."

The Duke —and the music accommodation for "Belle of the Nineteen", which starred Mae West.

"If you are going to make just what this public likes, and in the way that the people demand in music, you heard played over the radio right after eight. It was the only way in which the numbers which the public has never heard, you are terrible. Of course, radio is different. Then you're introduced to the new material and thus have an opportunity at least of knowing the people do not understand what we are driving at."

"And that is?"

"An attempt to show through music to the various feelings and moods of the American Negro. That is our aim. When we were in Europe last fall, one of the reasons why it was possible for us to hear played music there that we would hardly ever play in the United States. At the end of a selection the critic should sit for about a minute entire. That has so far caught the sense and meaning of the music. That is what I would like to do over here."

"Have you anything in mind which might be appreciated along this line?"

"I am only at liberty to say that we are working on a suite of American Negro music."

"Will it be old folk music, Negro spirituals and the like?"

"No. It will be based entirely on new music. You see the folk music of the past is not especially typical of the American Negro. It is too mixed and much too tender.

"The interviewers, carefully avoiding further discussion on the Duke’s private plans, asked, "Can you say anything about this up-and-coming new band leader, Chick Webb?"

"We have always had a good band. In fact, I think he has had a better band than he has right now. That is the way it is. You often come across bands which are better than the team. At the same time we have on the team a question of the right kind.

"Have you written any new numbers?

"My latest is "Solitude."

"Our final question was so happy for a record score, but when he come down here and I put them down. Taking one after another. I gradually extemporize as much as I can. It has been developed fully as much as har.'

To the levers of classic music the Duke has this to say: "Music may not always go as we wish it to. It has been developed fully as much as har.'

"Can you say anything about the future will be."

As the interviewee rose, the Duke asked that a copy of the paper be sent to his attention, should he like to keep these reviews. So as the interviewee left the room he found that he unconsciously obtained an autograph of the amiable band leader.
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Cheerleaders

The Senate has decided to promote organized cheerleading. For two weeks trials will be held to determine the three regular leaders; the men chosen will, in return for three years’ service, receive an insignia of this type, which is one of "set-up" games, because we have not the slightest criticism of the way in which Trinity’s 1934 schedule was opened.

MAINTAIN CHAPEL TRADITION

Although the order of departure from chapel services has been an established tradition from the founding of the college itself, there has been an increasing laxity in its observance for several years. The administrative body has had the habit of trying to argue here about the value of such a tradition, but we do believe that as long as Trinity still has these services (and those that survive today are very few) they should be observed. If they continue to be disregarded, we hope that the Medusa in its capacity as a disciplinary body will take some steps to prevent their practice. Last year that body declared in a notice that students who continued to disregard rules governing chapel services were deprived of their credits for attendance. Last week a list of the chapel rules issued by the Administration was published in the Tripod. In order that there may be no misunderstanding about this point, the sixth regulation is here reprinted for your consideration.

"Freshmen will sit in the front seats in the chapel choir as far as possible, leaving the rear seats for upper classmen and members of the Faculty. Students will stand when the clergy and members of the Faculty have passed out, and will then file in orderly fashion, seniors, juniors, sophomores, with freshmen last."

If such a regulation seems like a hardship to the new men, they must remember that they will be upperclassmen soon themselves and will expect as much from the classes under them.
ARCHABY RUSCUMBE, or THE STORY OF A RENEGADE, by Jehu Bechtold. Published by Trippiday Moron, in four volumes, by the Union. Price $8.50.

Volume I.

Most people will exclaim, "Oh, for goodness sake, four volumes! Such a book, as we know, is little done. We so Dickens'd, for that matter. Anyway, that is not the proper attitude when you are still raving about "Anthony Adverse," which is at least four volumes. Twelve hundred and twenty-four beautiful pages twelve hundred and twenty-four.

Now then. At thirteen years of age, Archaby Ruscombe was a ridiculous looking thing, all eyes, and a wrinkled snout. Moreover, he had a passion for pairs of anything; socks, eyes, dice, rabbits, etc. One day he carried up to his mother and said, "Mother." His right hand was down in his pocket, (a pair of mufflers for Archaby) and said, "What?"

Archaby rolled his great eyes about, for a space, made a peculiar gesture of his which involved knodding his head, which was a git to hate to say this mother; but you and papa are getting in my hair. I'm grinning now, and in a moment you may see my ears grow red..."

"Leery—why, laws, son! Don't be foolish." She laughed patiently.

"I'm not, Good."

He straightened up the mufflers and hurried out, leaving his mother with a knitting needle in each helpless hand.

He rode the roads to New Orleans. There happened to be a battle somewhere in the town in the time, featuring many curious things, but mostly monstrosities of nature, which the carnivall folk claimed to have found in jungles, deserts, trees, and caves. Others believed that they had been behind one of the wagon horses, laughed outright at the whole face, and gave him a job. He was put on a stand, covered with green feathers, and labelled the stupid bird don't go too soon.

Enough of that sort of things was enough. Archaby soon tired of it, and he rode back to you.

His opening recital on the new organ at All Saints' Church at a meeting of the National Association of Organists, held at Worcester on September 20th is taken from the personal direction of G. Donald Harrington, organist of the Worcester organ Company, whose greatest achievement was the organ in the Trinity Chapel. The Worcester organ is different in some respects, is larger, and is considered by experts to be rated to the Harvard Chapel organ as one of Mr. Harrington's outstanding pieces of craftsmanship.

Mr. Watters gives Recital on New Worcester Organ

Mr. Clarence Watters, organist of the Music Department at Trinity, had the honor of playing the opening recital on the new organ at All Saints' Church at a meeting of the National Association of Organists, held in Worcester on September 20th. Mr. Watters was conducted by the personal direction of G. Donald Harrington, organist of the Worcester organ Company, whose greatest achievement was the organ in the Trinity Chapel. The Worcester organ is different in some respects, is larger, and is considered by experts to be rated to the Harvard Chapel organ as one of Mr. Harrington's outstanding pieces of craftsmanship.

Mr. Watters Co-operation in Keeping Union Orderly

The Senate has asked The Tripod to publish the names of students in the Union. Copies have been posted in the Union and advertisements and subscriptions.

"Due to the condition of the Union at the present time, the Senate has found it necessary to announce that all unbecoming conduct on the part of students will be prosecuted, and that any member of the Senate who has any complaints may appeal the privileges of the Union to any person found acting in an ungentlemanly way."

Last year, despite continued warnings, students continued to litter up the Union with papers, cigarette butts, and other rubbish, and it was explained that this measure was taken early in an effort to prevent the repetition of such conditions.

THE TRIPOD ETRIPED 92

FRATERNITY PLEDGING

(Signed from page 1)

Sigma Nu.

Audley W. Cole, Long Beach, N. Y.

Robert A. Gilbert, Ridley Park, Pa.

Raymond Hodges, Portland, Conn.

Wilbur F. Petersen, Hartford, Conn.

Robert Pick, West Bend, Wis.

Stephen D. Ripley, Portland, Or.

Lewis M. Walker, Newark, N. J.

The local fraternity of Alpha Tau Omega has launched a campaign for better pledging. Delta Phi led the houses with a total of thirteen pledges, Psi Upsilon came next with eleven, and Alpha Chi Phi was third with nine new men.

HARTWICK-TRINITY GAME.

(A continued from page 1.)

The second quarter was a repetition of the first in that Trinity again scored through Kobrosky's 61-yard dash. The second quarter ended with Trinity on the better side of a 19-0 score.
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Chesterfields are milder  
Chesterfields taste better

Ripe home-grown tobaccos

We begin with the right kinds of mild ripe Domestic tobaccos. Then we age and mellow them like rare wines for flavor and taste.

Aromatic Turkish tobaccos

Next we add just the right kinds and the right amounts of Turkish tobaccos to give Chesterfield the "seasoning" that helps to make them taste better.

Blended and cross-blended

Finally we "weld" these tobaccos together the Chesterfield way—different from any other—to make Chesterfield a milder better-tasting cigarette.

It takes good things to make good things  ...there is no substitute for mild ripe tobacco

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.